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About this document

Post-harvest fish loss is one of the major challenges facing many small-scale fishers in developing countries. Bad fishing
methods, poor fish handling and processing practices as well as ineffective means of preservation and marketing cause
huge losses in terms of physical, quality and market force losses.

The post-harvest fish loss experience presented in this manual was gained through loss assessment studies carried out in
five sub-Saharan African countries (Ghana, Kenya, Mali, United Republic of Tanzania and Uganda).

These studies were conducted within the framework of the regional post-harvest loss assessment (PHLA) programme in
small-scale fisheries in Africa, a Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) regular programme activity,
to improve the utilization, safety and quality of fishery products.
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Rome, FAO 2011. 22p.
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Introduction

As you know, fish can spoil quickly if you do not take great care as soon as you catch or purchase it. This causes what is
called post-harvest losses, which are not only a serious threat to your income but also to the quality of food provided to
consumers.

There are several circumstances under which these losses occur. It is important that you have a better understanding of
them, of how big these losses are and how you can handle and preserve your fish in order to increase your income while
improving the quality of fish supplied to consumers.  

This manual has been prepared for fishers, fish processors and traders to understand possible causes of post-harvest fish
losses and how these can be assessed and reduced.  It has been designed based on experience drawn from the post-harvest
operations in your field. 
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next day

My sister, i am thinking of
quitting this fish business; it is

not paying ooh!

ooh! he is doing fine, you 
know he works with the fisheries
department in town. in fact, he is

coming tomorrow

ooh! if that
is the case,

why don’t you
ask him for
some advice
on how we

can improve
our

business?

ooh, my brother
welcome back home!

ooh, thank 
you my good

sister...happy to
see you again!

i am also thinking
the same! i don’t

make a profit!
how is

he doing
in town?

actually, i am just waiting 
for my brother to give me some

capital so that i can start
another business
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Secure greater Post-harvest Benefits
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increasing Revenue
sounds great! but 

how?

my fish business is
not doing well, and
i don’t know how i

can make more
profit out of fish!

ooh my sister, all you
need to do is to increase

revenue and lower the
costs of operation

yes, but fish supply in our area has
declined because of over fishing and illegal

fishing practices!

good morning my brother! did
you sleep well?...i am going to

the beach to buy fish for my
small business

you can increase the
quantity of fish while

preserving it well and
search for a rewarding

market

increasing revenue
sounds great! but how?

...i hope you would not
mind me accompanying

you there!
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Secure greater Post-Harvest Benefits
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can’t afford to go there!

ideas on how i can

also you are right! i hear the price of fish in distant
markets is good, but i can’t afford to go there!

any other ideas on how i
can increase revenue?

yes, my good sister! you can do it by
reducing post-harvest fish losses; the

amount you lose in the process
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Post-Harvest Fish Losses
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but, how can i reduce it? first, you have to know how much you are 
losing and why. you need to identify losses
that happen from when you buy your fish, say

from fishers, to the time you sell it out.

similarly, you have to identify the causes 
of these losses and how much money they are

costing you. then focus on the big ones - those
that lose you most money.

also, remember, there are different types 
of fish losses all along the supply chain. high

losses deprive you and others of greater
benefits from your work!
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generally, there are three types of
fish losses: physical loss, quality

loss and market force loss

quality loss is the difference between the
potential value of best quality fish or fish product
and the price when its quality is downgraded. it
happens because of mishandling, lack of ice and
inadequate processing and preservation of fish.
for instance, when you delay in processing fish that
is not iced, the quality of the final product will be

market force loss happens because of changes in
supply and demand of fish. you must watch market
trends to avoid losses. this can happen during
bumper seasons especially when you do not
target other alternative markets.

physical loss is fish that is thrown away or
consumed by animals or burned during smoking.
multiply the weight of fish lost by the market
price to know the loss to you in terms of money.
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outline of the chain
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A CHAiN OF POST-HARVEST FiSH LOSSES

losses during fishing

losses from fishing
ground to the landing 

site

losses at the landing 
site/sales of fresh fish

losses during
transportation of fish

losses during

losses during packaging
and storage

losses during marketing

my sister! as a matter of fact, fish spoilage 
and losses begin immediately after the fish has
been caught and continue all along the chain if

necessary measures are not taken on time.
therefore be cautious when buying your fish. always

select the good ones.

let me outline the chain and i will explain how
losses occur at each stage.
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Losses during Fishing
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similarly, dynamite fishers and those using other
bad methods land fish that have been damaged.
this causes high losses to fish operators who
buy them for selling or processing.

Delays in pulling in nets allow fish caught in
the first hours to spoil and cause losses.
fishers should not leave the nets in the water
too long!

people who use toxic material catch spoiled
fish whose quality has already gone bad. such
fish will cause you a loss and also be harmful
to consumers.

some fishing methods cause quick 
spoilage of fish...other methods can even

destroy fish habitats, reducing fish catches
and sustainability of resources.
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Losses FROM FISHING GROUND TO landing site
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even if fishers catch a lot of fish, they
need to preserve it right from the time it
is caught.

if they don’t use ice or insulated containers, or if they
tread on fish, they will cause spoilage and/or physical
damage. that means quality and physical losses.

failure to use ice leads to
a high spoilage rate, so
fish will fetch a low price.

fish should be gutted if
possible, kept with ice
in good insulated
containers and reach
the landing site quickly.

fish handled properly may be sold in a
short time at a good price. also, it can
be even sent to other markets where the
price is higher.
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Losses AT LANDiNG SiTE
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washing fish in beach water and keeping it in the direct
sun on dirty ground, will cause quality loss, reducing
potential income.

taking a long time bargaining while the fish continue
to spoil results in fish fetching a low price.

no matter how hard you shout, failure to
use ice and insulated containers, combined
with longer bargaining time, will make the
fish spoil faster, lowering its value.

the use of ice and a simple
insulated container can
make a big difference in
reducing quality loss and
save huge amount of
money.

it is the quality that determines the
fish price at the end of a day.
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Losses during transportation 
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transport canoes can capsize,
causing loss of human life and
post-harvest fish loss.

head carrying fresh fish or
using bicycles could lead to
rapid spoilage due to high
temperature and delays.

pushcart and open pick-up, 
if not covered, will lead to
contamination as well as
spoilage due to high
temperature.

transportation of fish in an
open canoe is not recommended,
high temperatures will make
fish spoil quickly. use insulated
containers with ice for good
quality fish and safe
transportation.

the use of insulated boxes for
fresh fish or crates for cured
fish could reduce losses,
especially when transporting
fish in an insulated or well-
covered truck.

overloading trucks increases
losses due to fragmentation
of cured fish and sometimes
breakdowns subjecting fish
to delay and spoilage.
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Losses during processing
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various
sundrying fish on sandy ground
contaminates fish and delays
the drying process, causing
high losses. again, losses are
very high when it rains!

animal predation and blowfly
infestation cause losses with
serious financial implications.

drying fish on raised racks is
better. there are various
ways to scare birds away, try
using them.

remove the gut
content, which
harbours plenty of
spoilage microbes.

split the fish to dry
quickly.

wash it by using
clean water before
starting the
processing.

salting bins must be
covered properly, otherwise
blowfly infestation can
cause high losses during
wet salting.
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Losses during processing 
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the drum oven uses large
amounts of fuelwood. high
production cost and poor quality
product.

cylindrical mud oven uses
large amount of fuelwood to
smoke a limited amount of fish
at a time.

barbeque method processes
very small amounts of fish at
a time. high fuel consumption
and time-consuming.

fish smoking on open racks takes a long time
and produces poor quality product.

the chorkor oven can reduce losses as it
produces good quality product, fuel comsumption
is low and you need a short time to smoke a large
amount of fish compared with other methods!
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Losses during packaging and storage of cured fish
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overloading the package in an effort to reduce
transportation cost may cause physical damage-
fragmentation ending up with products fetching
a low price - loss!

cured products should be stored in a well-
ventilated, well-constructed and secured
warehouse. otherwise, humidity, animal
predation, theft or rain may cause physical and
quality losses.

covering the fish on bare
ground will not help!

putting fish in trays on top of
a chorkor oven with regular
re-drying or re-smoking is
better.

some fish operators fumigate the
stored products to reduce
losses. however, this can
adulterate the fish and make it
toxic for human comsumption if
the products are not authorized.
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Losses during marketing
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let us adjust a weighing scale 
to make more money.

yaah! it is a good idea. madam, the fish weighs
20 kg, please pay!

this can result in poor reputation
and loss of long-term business.

failure to
sell fish
causes high
losses
because the
arrival of a
new fish stock
will force the
price of an
old stock to
be reduced!
after a
certain
period, the
fish is sold
very cheaply,
as animal
feed, or
discarded
causing huge
losses.

all types of losses
occur at this stage due
to:

1. delay in selling a
consignment of fish.

2. oversupplying the
market - associated with
lack of market
information.

3. marketing malpractices.
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Losses during marketing
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bought

she had

lack of
entrepreneurship
skills is another
problem that can
cause losses.

a woman selling
smoked fish,
bought 17 baskets
of fresh fish for
processing. she
paid us$ 6 for the
fresh and sold the
final product at 
us$ 8, believing
she had made a
profit.

unfortunately, she did
not add-up all the
costs properly: labour
(us$ 0.2), salt (us$ 0.3),
fuelwood (us$ 0.6), and
food for labourers
(us$ 1.0). the sum of the
four items is us$ 2.1,
reflecting a financial
loss of us$ 0.1 to a
poor lady.

oh mother,
what have you
done? it is a

loss!
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let me give you a
quick summary.
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Operator    how she/he loses   
   Fisher                  Bringing spoiled fish because of failure 
                                 to use ice, keep fish in insulated 
                                 container or bring fish quickly.
                                 •     Damage due to fishing method.
                                 •     Poor quality fish because of 
                                        unsuitable fishing method.

   Fish monger      •     Buying already poor quality fish 
   at the beach            from fisher.
                                 •     Not using ice.
                                 •     Taking a long time bargaining while 
                                        the fish continue to spoil. As a 
                                        result, it fetches a low price.

how to reduce the losses

•     Use authorized fishing methods.
•     Go fishing with enough ice and insulated containers 
      for the trip. 
•     Do not set nets or gear in the water for long periods of time.
•     Pack fish in an insulated container with enough ice as 
      soon as it is caught.
•     Use good quality ice and use good icing practice.
•     Don't delay getting back to landing site after fishing.
•     Don't leave fish exposed to the sun.
•     Handle the fish with care and don't throw or drop the fish.
•     Prevent the fish from being contaminated with dirt, fuel 
      and any other harmful substances.

•     Unload the fish from the canoe quickly.
•     Carry and keep the fish in clean containers.
•     Keep the fish chilled at all times if possible.
•     Don't place the fish directly on the bare ground (to avoid 
      contamination).
•     Keep the fish shaded from the sun.
•    Sell the fish quickly to the buyer. Avoid delays in bargaining 
      over the price.
•     Purchase good quality fish.
•     Use clean water to wash the fish. Avoid using beach water 
      that may be polluted to wash the fish.
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 operator  how she/he loses

  Fish Purchasing fish that has already
  processor spoiled. This means the processed 
  product looks bad and the product 
  fetches a low price because 
  processing does not improve quality 
  of a spoiled fish.
  • Delay in processing.
  • Inadequate processing techniques.
  • Inadequate packaging.
  • Not protecting fish from rain, birds,
  insects, animals.

  Fish trader Storing the fish for a long period can
and degrade quality. Consequently, fish  

  Retailer fetches a low price. Failure to seek 
  other markets, ending up 
  oversupplying the same market.
  • Changes in demand and supply.
  • Unreliable transport facilities.
  • Lack of knowledge of markets and 
  prices.

how to reduce the losses

•   Purchase good quality fish for processing.
•   Prepare the fish quickly for processing.
•   Wash the fish using clean water to remove any sand and dirt.
•   Keep or store fish in clean containers and use ice, if possible, 
    when processing is delayed.
•   Always use improved fish processing techniques that 
    produce good quality products, avoid contamination and 
    attack by animals and pests and reduce processing costs 
    (eg. raised racks for drying, chorkor oven for smoking).
•   Always handle fresh and processed fish carefully to avoid 
    damage and contamination.
•   Package processed products using clean and protective 
    material or containers.
•   Store processed fish in a clean and proper environment free 
    from contamination, vermin and pests.
•   Make sure the fish is transported using clean and proper 
    containers as quickly as possible from the market or landing site.
•   Make sure your selling place is clean and provides protection 
    for the fish from all weather (eg. sun and rain).
•   Protect the fish from insects.
•   Use ice to keep fresh fish chilled.
•   Monitor market trends and prices so you can buy and sell at 
    the best prices. Mobile phone is a good way to get prices 
    from different places.
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thank you
brother. i fully
agree with you,
but where can i
get practical

skills in order to
improve my way of

doing things?

try some of the
ideas i have

mentioned. you can
also contact your
extension officer
for assistance. i
am sure he or she
will be glad to

help you.

Note:

to assess physical loss:

weigh the amount of fish left after
animal/insect predation (or what has
been discarded). you subtract from the
weight of the initial purchase to have the
amount of fish lost.

this difference is then multiplied by
market price to have the monetary value
of the fish lost (money being lost).

to assess quality loss:

determine the quantity of fish being
sold at a reduced price and get its
total value. then multiply this same
quantity of fish by market price for
good quality fish. the difference
between both values expresses the
quality loss in monetary terms.

to assess market force loss:

determine the quantity of fish being
sold at reduced price and its total
value. then multiply this same quantity
by market price. the difference between
both values expresses the market force
loss in monetary terms.
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1/ Physical loss

• A fisher brought back 5 containers each with
15 kg of cassava fish inside. During offloading
from the canoe, some fish got lost owing to
spilling and thefts at this crowded landing
site. The fisher later realized at the end of the
operation that only 4 and a half containers of
fish remained for sale. The physical loss is
therefore 5 containers minus 4.5 containers =
0.5 container, equivalent to 0.5 x 15 kg = 7.5 kg
of fish lost. At the time, 1 kg of fresh cassava
fish was sold by the fisher to fishmongers at
$ 2. In monetary terms, this means that the
fisher incurred during the landing of fish,
7.5 kg x $ 2 = $ 15 worth of losses.

• A fish processor purchased a container of
20 kg of fresh anchovies. She spread these on
the bare ground to dry. If there were no losses 
during drying from birds and animals eating
the drying fish and some fish left on the
ground, then she would normally expect to get
7.5 kg of dried fish. However, due to these 

losses she actually obtained only 6 kg of dried
fish. This constitutes a physical loss of 7.5 kg
- 6 kg = 1.5 kg dry weight (which is about 4 kg
of fresh anchovies).

Considering that at this location 1 kg of dried
anchovies is sold at $ 2, if she produced
7.5 kg, she would earn 7.5 kg x $ 2 = $ 15, but
she actually received 6 kg x $ 2 = $ 12.  So she
made a financial loss of $ 15 - $ 12 = $ 3.
Perhaps if she had protected her fish better
during drying, she would not have made this
loss and would have gained an extra $ 3!

2/ Quality 

• A processor kept in her storage room boxes
of smoked fish to be sold during the lean
season. Each box contained about 500 kg of
fish. Unfortunately, due to poor storage
conditions and no regular checks on the
quality of the fish during storage, the quality 
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of some fish suffered because of humidity and
insect infestation. Out of 500 kg of fish in a
box 95 kg had to be sold at a low price of $ 3
per kg while the good quality product could be
sold for $ 5.5 kg.

So, the processor incurred a quality loss of
95 kg. If this entire box was sold at the best
price of $ 5.5, it would fetch (500 kg x $ 5.5) =
$ 2 750. 

However, as some fish were downgraded, the
processor received 95 kg x $ 3 + 405 kg x $ 5.5
=  $ 285 + $ 2 227.5 = $ 2 512.5.

If she had looked after her fish better and
stored it well and avoided  a quality loss then
she could have sold all 500kg for $ 5.5. In
which case her income would have been 500 kg
x $ 5.5 = $ 2 750.

But in reality because of poor storage she lost
a potential income of $ 2 750 - $ 2 512.5 = $ 237.5.

So due to quality loss the processor lost
$ 237.5 of income.

• A vehicle breakdown occurred during the
transportation of fresh fish to a distant
market. The fish was iced before the journey,
but not enough ice was used. Then due to the
breakdown, the fish was then subjected to high
daily temperatures for a long time. Upon arrival
at the market, it was found that some fish had
spoiled and the quality deteriorated. A woman
fish trader who had 100 kg of Tilapia on the
vehicle was now unable to sell all her fish at the
market price of $ 5 per kg paid for good quality
fish. Instead she had to sell 30 kg for $ 5/kg,
40 kg for $ 3.5/kg and 30 kg for $ 2/kg. 

So, her actual income was 30 kg x $ 5 = $ 150
for good quality fish, 40 kg x $ 3.5 = $ 140 for
medium quality fish, 30 kg x $ 2 =  $ 60 for poor
quality fish; $ 150 + $ 140 + $ 60 = $ 350.

If the vehicle had not broken down and the fish 
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had been iced properly and all had arrived in
the market in good condition then the trader
would have had a potential income of: 100 kg x
$ 5 = $ 500.

So, in this case she made a loss in income of
$ 500 - $ 350 = $ 150. This was due to = 70 kg
of fish suffering a quality loss.

3/ Market force loss

• Wednesday is the weekly market in Buesi city,
an occasion for all to buy a diversity of goods,
stock up on supplies for household use,
especially for fish traders who need to sell
their fish and buy other foodstuffs before
returning to their village. However, this day is
known to be the day when most of the
fishmongers and traders of the area bring their
stocks of fish products, which can lead to an
oversupply of fish on the market. 

A fresh fish trader brought a container of
50 kg of fresh fish. She could not sell on that
day at the market price she wanted even
though the fish was of good quality. She was
hoping for $ 6/kg but the price on the day had
fallen to $ 4/kg. 

To avoid any risk of further losses as time
progressed and the fish lost quality and
spoiled, she sold all her fish to an intermediary
for $ 4/kg. If she had been able to sell all her
fish for $ 6/kg, then her income would have
been 50 kg x $ 6 = $ 300.

However, due to market forces and not quality,
she ended up selling for $ 4 per kg 50 kg x $ 4
= $ 200.

So, she made a loss in income of $ 100! 




